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I promised this morning that I would help you in

producinfl these plays. and my float step will be lo give you

some suggestions

faint Ono - READILG & IMAGIhIth ;how you have your books

with you and you have to learn your vordu‘by heart but be-

sido that. the Method roquires that you read your scones — l

moan the scenes in which you are acting; You must read it

again and again, and by reading you have to imagine theoo

scones Lnd your own charaouoro from different pointu of View,

which you know; from the point of View of atmosphere. etc.

This reading must be done until you are able to do without

tho book, only repeating the whole scene in your imagination.

yognt Two - ILCQH;LLATILP: Slowly, you have to try to in-

corporato your imagination. i mean for yourselves. not hero

in class, but how you have to work at home. You have to in-

coryoruto the action and the subject and everything.

vglnt Throo ~ Cqu.ACiEh1AATLChI Ivant you to elaborate gradually

your characterization becauso, as you know from our yoint of
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view, cnoh gert is a "character" part. Phat moans that you

have to find some characteristic features. psychological and

physicel, and develop them and let them grow, so that the imrt

which seems to be without special characteristics becomes

more aha hero characteristic, through your concentration on

oertaig qualities! which you will‘find necessary to develop.

Today we shall uork together. one tomorrow we shall

divide more and more into groups, being led by our assistants,

authors and collaborators. and work with different scenes.

Today. I want you to remember some main points of

our method, and then tor remembering the styles of those

two plays. tomorrow we shall workion tho plays themselves.

Through this effort to touch on the different yointo of the

Method we will try to awaken in our souls the ability to live

in out Method, and to have it in our hands to use, and to

feel ourselves powerful enough to pick from the Method different

points which we need.

 

CCfiCEhl hczofi;

First of all, very quickly, without special preparation,

will you please concentrate on the sound which will come from

thin side of the Studio. Bo concentrated - that means to have

certain kind of activity in our whole body whether we are

listening. looking or imagining - we muet do it with our

whole being and body. '"I am concentrated," — that menus i

am somewhere - L am there, I am here, I am inside of me.

we know that our Hethod requires when we are concentrated we
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.ch our brain — our head is quite 2.29

 

do not have to stre

always. Actors are composefi of legs, arms, hands and torsoo

and very little head - the head i: something which CaLth act -

thorn are no limbo — the hands and face they must only radiate

our whole being ~ olm “actor's boing." io be concentrated

means £8 be concentrated with our actor's being. and not with

the brain. our method of concentration requires that we be

absolutely free, without stiffness.

Stopping the exorcise of concentration, try to

realize that the real kind of concentration gives pleasure

because it brings harmony in the whole.

I

  
r‘EELIivG ('i’ EASE . ‘

Take it inside of you — enjoy'this fooling of ease.

Walk up and down and develop it — incraaso it and don't allow

your body to be atifr. Walk with yolm mind inside your body

and try to see what ;art of your body is absolutely free. Ihe

actor must master himself and never degend ch ”habits" of body

or mind. "I am the master of my ovnibody and my own mind.”

FEELILA ”F EEAUTYI

Ioauty. in our sense - the aesthetic fooli

 

ting down and getting up with the feeling of beauty, 12y to

avoid stiffness. Beauty must be oxyorioncod i.side ox you.

ow realize again that you are masters or all Lxese things -

you do Lot dorend on your bodies. your habits or your needs -

you are masters of your ow: bodies.
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FEEL ‘3 .F F‘LHI

First of all. you‘whole being. your body. is a form,

a beautiful fora. Try to realize the form which moves itself,

and you will find the moueht when the form breaks. Each part

of you; body is a form. a beautiful form which you can enjoy

as an grtist. 1heso are the means by which you have to sway

the audience while you are on the stage. ;f you have a strong

feeling of form the audience will enjoy with you everything

on the stage. You know that there in a Sign which will tell

you whether you are doing your exercises correctly or in-

correctly. if you have pleasure. that meazs you are right,

but if you have to strive and feel certain contractions. that

means you are not doing them correctly.

 FEELLMZ OF THE WHSLE:

Whatever we do we must be able to antlcipate the

end and to feel the begiuning. and that gives us the ability

to feel the whole thing. which is absolutely LGCGSBaty for

the artist. Jo have the feeling of the whole perforzuuce. the

whole art, the whole scene, everything. I want you to take

it as a whole which you have to fulfill. Enjoy this beautiful

state of the whole. will you please xoalize again very clearly -

"I am beginning - I do - I have accomplished."

The "Four Brothers“ must be centihueusly there, and

sometimes evoh when lLS: tears us to pieces QLd we come to

the lesson. or the rehearsal, or the performahce, all the
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abilities must be there.

CL: ’iAC'K‘:

will you build a circle, remembering what we under-

stand of oohtaet, and establish the Contact in a very businoso‘

like. unsontimentul way, humanly opening your heart - there

are no other means to establish the Contact - all other means

are an illusion. upon your hearts - it is‘technically possi~

bio to find another person through thib fuychological gesture:

i am not important - 193 are important. It has nothing to

do with sentimentality — I can have good feeling but not

sentimentality. Try to be absolutely in a state of being

unimportanti Break the circle which you have established —

technically, break the Contact. but do not actually break

it.; Hhen you lose the contact, try to ro—establieh it with

the means at your disposal.

We are new a group. Mill you please bring structures

and build for exercises. but you must keep the roelizg of

contact. this means that the forms must be born out of the

foolizg of form. We have to include in our contact not only

3g. but the construction and the music which will be suggested.

Incorporate this music into the world of Sound, the world of

material things and human beings, and out of all these things

you have to build one thing which will be the Group which

incorporates ovorything.

irivate life kill: the creative sgirit. The bell



 

 

rings and I am no more a private person - i an an artist -

l have my :rofcasion - l kayo the Jetted to ma:aée my outer

and inner being — I start my work — and that is what I want

you in do at our rehearsals and let it be your professional

instinct.

\

S‘l’YLEx

We shall start with Henry's play. Try to remember

simply all the things we have gone from this style, and try

to permeate your ovm bodies with this quality we have found,

but don't flounder - do it quite concentratadly. Gradually

re-crcato your whole being so tha; you are able to move. to

speak. in the stylh of‘flenry’s ploy.

Chaiacteriutic‘for the style of Mr. Shdauorf's play -

the feeling df&form especially elaborated. Every word. each

movement is form: inner state is psychological form; if 1

am on the stage it is form; if i am silent it is £01m. ihe

style is “drama. near to tragedy.”

will you please remember the £01m is filled with

content so that it can break. Tfiis is the second point for

the style - the form which is always filled. Therefore. it

must be a cantinuouu threatening for the audience - form full

of Caxtent ald'reudy to break. lhe audience must be frightened

with this form - if it were comedy the audience would be ready

to laugh. but because it in tragedy it must frighten the audi—

ence. ow. try to break the form and justify it.


